
FOX-3G 
Connected asset management solution for the Internet of Things 

 UMTS/HSPA: 900/2100 MHZ for Europe; 850/1900 MHz for America.

 GSM/GPRS/EDGE: 850/900/1800/1900MHz.

 Latest GPS technology for positioning –Multi channel GNSS receiver

 RS232 / RS485 / 1-wire / CAN interfaces

 CAN / OBDII / FMS interfaces

 Passive / Active RFID connectivity via RS232 port

 USB 2.0 interface

 Multi-function I/O

 3 Axis acceleration

 Expandable hardware vis IOBOX-MINI or IOBOX-CAN

 Internal / External Antennas

 Delivers high performance and very flexible applications

 Customized firmware configuration

 Allows to create customized protocols

 Data-Logger functionality

 Powered from vehicle main battery

 Backup battery* to back up the main power supply

FALCOM FOX-3G 
FOX3-3G is a compact all-in-one device combining 2G/UMTS/HSPA+ high-speed data connection with 

the latest GNSS technology to completely satisfy customer’s need. Depending on the requirements of the 

customer, the needed hardware options can be decided shortly before installation. Based on the design 

features and extended capabilities, this device will dramatically simplify customer logistics as well as the 

installation process and post-installation support. It provides analog ports and integrates with 1-Wire 

interface. The 1-Wire interface supports connection with multiple sensors and actuators such as iButton, 

Temperature Logger, Temperature Sensor, Humidity sensor… etc. 

FOX 3G can act a mobile client for various regular applications like AVL, fleet management, security and 

recovery of assets. The device offers new features like: DATA ENCRYPTION, several HISTORY MODES 

or ECO- DRIVE beside standard items like status reports, alerts messaging, audio call, spy calls or geo-

fencing. 

Firmware Features 
 Embedded TCP/IP stack for client-server application

 FALCOM protocols: IOP, GSM, AREA, 3DP, BIN

 Supports SMS, USSD, Voice call

 Locally and remote firmware update

 Multi power-saving modes and wake up connditions

 20 programmable Timers, Triggers, Counters

 500 programmable Geofences and 32 Areas

 Progammable Geo-fencing and Parking alerts

 Detect changes of digital inputs
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Applications 

 Real time tracking of vehicles and assets

 Fleet management / monitoring

 Security / Emergency services / Insurance

services (UBI)

 Territory management

 Personalized drivers logbook

 Garmin Fleet management interface

 Trip management / distance calculations

 Theft protection

 Toll collection / pay as you drive

 Sleep modes for seasonal use

 Compatible with infoTRAK FLEET

Contact Us: 

Fleet Server Solution 
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